New multi-cue bioreactor for tissue engineering of tubular cardiovascular samples under physiological conditions.
In the present study we have developed a multi-cue bioreactor (MCB) that is capable of delivering a range of stimuli to assist the development of a tissue-engineered construct. The MCB provides an accurate and utilizable computer-controlled pulsatile pump and strain induction mechanism and it has the capability of applying physiological conditions to samples. The device described here emulates the pressure and straining environment found at the aortic root. This function, along with an integral perfusion and sterile containment system, allows for long-term culture and whole-tissue testing capability. Aortic and pulmonary arteries were obtained from freshly isolated porcine hearts and subjected to various loading regimens (Deltapressure/flow/force). Through analyzing data acquired by the MCB transducer array it was possible to differentiate the dynamic mechanical properties of the tissue types tested. In addition, the MCB illustrates a novel concept in cardiovascular tissue engineering: being able to support long-term tissue culture of cell-seeded substrates while they are under the influence of mechanical cues. After 7 days of pulsation in the MCB cell alignment was observed. The MCB represents a versatile model that will enable the development of tissue engineering not only for cardiovascular tissue, but for all tubular tissues such as esophageal, tracheal, and bronchial systems.